English grammarians add nothing to what Paul has here laid down. "Collective nouns", says Sweet (Syntax § 1972) , "can always be regarded as logically equivalent to plurals of individual nouns, and hence are often ungrammatically associated with words that imply plurality". In other words, we may say "The army of the queen mean to besiege us" (ΠΙ Henry VI; I, 2,94) or "means to besiege us" according as we think of army as designating an aggregate or a plurality.
This will, of course, be conceded; but grammarians have taken no note of the uniform transition of collectives from the singular to the plural concord. If we follow the collective a little further into the sentence or paragraph, we shall find that it breaks up into its constituent parts. The transition is, in English, from singular to plural, never, so far as I have observed, from plural to singular.
The collective army, for example, exhibits in Shakespeare five instances of numeral transition, and in each case the singular concord expands into the plural:
Bard. "The army is discharged all and gone. Fal.
Let them go." 2 Hen. IV; IV, 3,137.
"Our army is ready; come, we'll after them." 3 Hen. VI; I, 1, 256.
Dick. "My lord, there's an army gathered together in Smithfield. Code. Come, then, let's go fight with them." 2 Hen. VI; IV, 6,13.
takes the verb in the plural when the items or individuals composing it are emphasized. A genitive plural usually follows the subject in such cases". In Gildersleeve's Latin Grammar ( § 211, (a), Note), I find the first mention of a transition from singular to plural: "Horace uses regularly the singular with a collective, while Vergil varies, often employing first a singular and then a plural verb with the same substantive (as Α. Π, 64 Other examples are:
"Ond se däel }?e päer aweg com wurdon on fleame generede" (A. S. Chronicle).
"Se here swor paet hie woldon" (ib.).
"paet folc saet and arison" (Ex. , 6).
In a famous passage in the Preface to the Cura Pastoralis, Alfred advises that "Ball sTo gioguö }?e nü is on Angelcynne sie n tö liornunga oöfseste, Öe hwlle Öe hie" etc.
"pat israelische folc was walkende toward ierusalem ... Ac efter pan pe hie weren wuniende in ierusalem ... }?o hie forleten godes lore" (Old Eng. Horn. , 51).
"As lewed peple demeth comunly Of thynges that been maad moore subtilly Than they kan in hir lewednesse comprehende."
(Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 221-224.)
"Our club however has frequently caught him tripping, at which times they never spare him." (Addison, Spectator, No. 105.) "The stork-assembly meets, for many a day Consulting deep and various ere they take Their arduous voyage thro' the liquid sky." (Thomson, Autumn.)
"And this House does most humbly advise and supplicate his Majesty ... And this House desire to offer the most dutiful assurance to his Majesty that they will, in due time, cheerfully cooperate."
(Chatham, Concerning Affairs in America, Nov. 18, 1777.)
"'Parliament', they assert, 'was too hasty, and they ought ... to have proceeded with a far greater degree of deliberation'. The direct contrary. Parliament was too slow. They took fourscore years to deliberate on the repeal."
(Burke, Speech at Bristol.)
"A nation will always be most attached to that portion of its former history which developes a state of things ... similar to their own."
(Giles, Bede: Preface.)
"'The House of Commons has now given its final decision with regard to the merits and demerits of Mr. Hastings. The grand inquest of (Isaiah VHI, 6, A. V.) The same construction is employed in all the other English versions of this passage. The R. V. has "hath refused . . . and rejoice"; Coverdale, Matthew, and Cranmer, "refuseth ... and put their delite"; the Genevan Version, "hathe refused ... and rejoyce".
1 )
The principle, therefore, may be stated as follows: The normal tendency of the collective that is singular in form is from unity to plurality. Though the collective may, at the outset, represent a plural conception, its singular form enables it for a short while to hold its own as a singular and, to keep its dependencies singular; but as it begins to share in the activity of the sentence, and as attention becomes more and more centred upon it, disintegration sets in. It escapes from the thraldom of its singular form, and its dependencies ') Fitzedward Hall (On Some Points of Usage in English, Am. Jour. Phil. ΙΠ, p. 432, Note 15) commenting on the syntax of these renditions of Isaiah VIII, 6, says that "Euphony may have prompted this kind of irregularity, alike with them [the Jacobean revisers] and with some oMheir precursors ... In the sixteenth century, and even later, writers at times indulged in the like of'refuseth... and rejoice', considering one exhibition of the longer termination as enough for both verbs."
In reply to this, I would ask (1) Why is this numeral transition found only with collectives? (2) Why is it always from singular to plural? all become plural. This is but an illustration of the psychological law that to visualize a concept is, at the same time, to individualize it.
In my illustrative sentences, I have taken care that the initial unity of the collective shall be evidenced by some dependency (verb or pronoun) following the collective. A preceding this, that, a (an), or one does not show that the collective is singular in sense. Numerous sentences such as, "This same crowd now went wild with delight and threw up their hats in an abandon of excitement", might be cited; but they do not evidence a transition of number, because this, that, &c are consistent with a collective conceived as plural in meaning. Cf. Such sentences as these, therefore, have been excluded, because they exhibit no transition. This, that, &c agree with the form of the collective, not with its content. The content is all the while plural, as is shown by the sequent concord. In other words, it may be said that these pronouns (this, that, a, an, one) are indeclinable before collectives singular in form; such combinations as these host, those army, &c being never used, even though host and army be plural in content. The same is true of demonstratives in Latin and Greek 5 they become plural only when the noun to which they point is plural in form as well as in function.
Nor have I included sentences in which the transition to the plural may have been occasioned by a plural partitive genitive immediately following, my desire being to present such sentences as show the psychological trend from unity to plurality uninfluenced by formal environment. Such a sentence, for example, as, "There is a class of words having ... such subtle functions and various meanings that they deserve separate treatment", cannot be relied upon as an illustration of the sing.-plur. process, "of words" being a disturbing element.
The same trend from singular to plural is seen in the concord of indefinite and distributive pronouns. Paul*) omits to mention this tendency when he says "Abtrakt gebraucht ist das Wort eigentlich keines Unterschiedes der Numeri fähig. Da aber der äusseren Form nach ein Numerus gewählt werden muss, so ist es gleichgültig welcher Die meisten indogermanischen Sprachen haben zur Bezeichnung der Allgemeinheit ein singularisches und ein pluralisches Pronomen neben einander (jeder -alle). Diese können leicht eins in das andere übergehen."
But if it were a matter of indifference (gleichgültig) which number is used, why do we not sometimes find a change from plural to singular in the concord of these words? Why is it always from singular to plural? It is because these words are more plural in sense than singular; but, their form being singular, they are held for a while in this number. Just as a single note may be struck with increasing rapidity until the separate sounds seem to blend into one continuous sound; so each, everybody, every man, each one, &c, as thought is more and more centred upon them, tend more and more to become an exact equivalent for all men. And as water does not flow up hill, so these words do not again become singular, for they have found their syntactical level.
Oidy a few illustrations need to be given:
Senator Hoar writes of a new edition of Milton, "It not only will make everybody who owns it read Milton's Poems again, but will give them the sight of many other jewels." ') Prinzipien p. 249. "All that can possibly be done for any one who wants ears of wheat is to show them where to find grains of wheat." (Kuskin, Selections I, p. 305.) "Whosoever hath any gold, let them break it off." (Exodus ΧΧΧΠ, 24.) "And fonne rTdeO Sic hys weges mid OSm feo, and hyt m t an habban eall."
(Voyages of Ohthere and Wulfstan, 1.156.) "It is impossible that the work of so imposing a writer should have passed through the hands of every man and women of his time who has even the humblest pretensions to cultivation, without leaving a very decided mark on their habits both of thought and expression."
(Morley, M a caul ay p. 4.) "Every English man and woman has good reason to be proud of the work done by their forefathers in prose and poetry."
(Stopford Brooke, English Literature p. 1.)
I am convinced that the absence in English of a genderless pronoun of the third person singular has facilitated the use of their in such sentences as the two last quoted; but my object has been to show that the transition from singular to plural in such constructions is the expression af a psychological principle that operates independently of gender. A genderless pronoun may or may not be a need of the English language; the transition of indefinites and collectives from unity to plurality finds its explanation in the nature of thought itself.
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